1. **Q:** How to disable the integrated VGA on FM2 motherboard?

**A:** Please enter BIOS\Advanced\North Bridge Configuration page, adjust [Share Memory] option to Auto, and disable [Dual Graphics] option.

3. **Q:** How could I use Wake On LAN function under Ubuntu (Kernel version 3.2.0-23) on Vision 3D series?

**A:** Please follow below steps to use WOL function.

1. Please enable “Onboard LAN power on” in BIOS\Advanced\ACPI configuration.
2. Connect LAN cable.
3. Search terminal in Dash Home and open it.
4. Please install ethtool to enable WOL by following command. (Refer the picture)
   
   #sudo apt-get update
   
   #sudo apt-get install ethtool
   
   #sudo ethtool -s eth0 wol g
   
   #sudo reboot
5. Now, the system is ready to be woken up through LAN by other computers.